Integrus is a system for wireless distribution of audio signals via infra-red radiation. It can be used in a simultaneous interpretation system for international conferences where multiple languages are used.

**Ordering information**

**LBB 3222/04 Interpreter Desk**
Interpreter desk that accommodates 6 different language channels, as well as the original floor language.
Order number LBB3222/04

**INT-TX04 4-Channel Transmitter**
Integrus 4-channel transmitter.
Order number INT-TX04

**INT-TX08 8-Channel Transmitter**
Integrus 8-channel transmitter.
Order number INT-TX08

**INT-TX16 16-Channel Transmitter**
Integrus 16-channel transmitter.
Order number INT-TX16

**INT-TX32 32-Channel Transmitter**
Integrus 32-channel transmitter.
Order number INT-TX32

**LBB 4511/00 Integrus Radiator**
Integrus medium-power radiator to cover up to 1300 m² (13993 ft²).
Order number LBB4511/00

**LBB 4512/00 Integrus Radiator**
Integrus high-power radiator to cover up to 2600 m² (27986 ft²).
Order number LBB4512/00

- Excellent audio quality
- Advanced digital technology
- Infra-red for freedom of movement for delegates
- Simultaneous interpretation
- User-friendly channel selection